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Abstract Flat-panel volume computed tomography (fpVCT)
is a recent development in imaging. We discuss some of the
musculoskeletal applications of a high-resolution flat-panel
CT scanner. FpVCT has four main advantages over conven-
tional multidetector computed tomography (MDCT): high-
resolution imaging; volumetric coverage; dynamic imaging;
omni-scanning. The overall effective dose of fpVCT is
comparable to that of MDCT scanning. Although current
fpVCT technology has higher spatial resolution, its contrast
resolution is slightly lower than that of MDCT (5-10HU vs.
1-3HU respectively). We discuss the efficacy and potential
utility of fpVCT in various applications related to musculo-
skeletal radiology and review some novel applications for
pediatric bones, soft tissues, tumor perfusion, and imaging of
tissue-engineered bone growth. We further discuss high-
resolution CT and omni-scanning (combines fluoroscopic
and tomographic imaging).
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Introduction

Despite all of the temporal and spatial resolution advances
of CT over the past few years, the application of
conventional CT in some areas of musculoskeletal radiology
remain limited by spatial resolution. The current generation
of CT scanners offers a maximum resolution of approxi-
mately 0.5×0.5 mm in-plane and 0.5 to 1.0 mm in the z-axis
direction [1]; however, this resolution is still below the limit
for visualizing the minute trabeculae in bones, showing a
coarse texture image rather than the fine structure of
trabecular bone [2, 3]. One recent development in the
potential to image minute, slender trabeculae is flat-panel
volume CT (fpVCT). fpVCT uses digital flat-panel detectors
and can provide ultra-high spatial resolution (up to 150×
150 μm) in 2-D projections [4]. The main advantages of this
design are volumetric coverage, higher spatial resolution
with isotropic voxel imaging and reduced metal and beam
hardening artifacts [4].

The purpose of this article is to highlight the main
features of a prototype fpVCT compared with a conven-
tional MDCT scanner and describe potential refinements
and advances in musculoskeletal imaging.

Fundamentals of flat-panel volume CT

A fpVCT scanner combines advances in CT with digital
flat-panel detector technology [5, 6]. This innovative
system provides ultra-high isotropic spatial resolution
(150×150×150 μm) and the advantage of dynamic CT
scanning with a wide-bore scanner. Besides the CT gantry-
mounted flat-panel systems, there are other systems
available with flat-panel detectors. These include bench-
top systems that either have a fixed gantry with a rotating
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stage or a rotating gantry with a stationary stage for small
volumes of interest. There are machines available for large
volume scanning that combine a C-arm gantry with flat-
panel detectors. Another option for high-resolution scan-
ning is micro-CT. A CT gantry-mounted flat-panel system,
dubbed fpVCT, was used in the research described in this
paper. Unlike micro-CT, which is limited by the size of the
scanned volume, fpVCT is suitable for in vivo imaging of
animals and humans [4]. By virtue of a slip-ring or other
mechanisms for transmitting data from the rotating gantry
to the stationary reconstruction computer, such systems are
also capable of continuous imaging, a feature that C-arm-
based systems do not provide.

The imaging chain of the prototype fpVCT used for this
research consists of a modified X-ray tube, filters and
beam-formers, collimator, and a digital flat-panel detector
(40×30 cm), all mounted on a modified Sensation-16 CT
gantry (Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany).
The gantry is capable of rotating at a top speed of 0.4 s/
rotation. However, the fpVCT system has not been tested at
the highest possible angular speed due to a slow scintillator
and the reduced numbers of projections collected per
rotation. The current design is targeted to operate from 2 s
to 20 s per rotation. As the gantry rotates, projection images
of the anatomy are acquired. These 2-D projections are
reconstructed into a volumetric stack of slices using a 3-D
reconstruction algorithm (i.e., filtered back projection).
Additionally, the imaging chain can be “parked” in one
position to obtain fluoroscopic imaging from any arbitrary
angle in space, or can be rotated continuously to visualize
temporal evolution of a dynamic process. These features
form the basis of its use as a proposed “omni-scanner” that
combines X-ray fluoroscopy and computed tomography
(CT) in one highly flexible system [7].

A cesium iodide (CsI) flat-panel detector is used in
fpVCT to provide a matrix of 2,048×1,536 detector
elements, each with a dimension of 194×194 μm. The
scintillator is deposited directly on the matrix of photo cells
etched in order to provide intimate optical contact. This
construction, when combined with the novel columnar
structure of the CsI, serves to significantly enhance the
efficacy with which the light from scintillation events is
conveyed to the photo cells and preserved in the electronic
image.

A flat-panel detector provides many scanning modes to
optimize the fidelity of the projection data. With a 2×2
binning mode, which combines data from 4 neighboring
pixels, the spatial frequency at 10% of the modulator transfer
function (MTF) is 24 line-pairs per centimeter lp/cm. In
contrast, with a 1×1 binning mode the spatial frequency at
10% of the MTF is 28 lp/cm. At the isocenter, with a

magnification factor of approximately 1:2, this translates
into an effective pixel resolution of approximately 200×
200 μm for the 2×2 binning mode and 150× 150 μm for the
1×1 binning mode. Current clinical MDCT scanners, by
comparison, offer approximately 500×500 μm in plane
resolution and 500–1,000 μm resolution along the z-axis; a
74-fold difference in spatial resolution [1].

The fpVCT also employs a unique reconstruction
algorithm, an adaptation of the 3-D Feldkamp algorithm.
The 3-D nature of this algorithm ensures that each voxel, at
least at the isocenter, has isotropic dimensions (i.e., 150×
150×150 μm for the 1×1 binning mode and 200×200×
200 μm for the 2×2 binning mode).

With respect to contrast resolution, fpVCT has the ability
to differentiate structures with a difference of 5 HU over the
background [8]. This is slightly inferior to MDCT, which
can differentiate structures to within approximately 1 HU
[9]. The difference is largely due to the lower dynamic
range of the CsI-based flat-panel detector. However, this
slight difference is not consequential in most MSK
applications.

Given its high isotropic spatial resolution and its
capabilities in volume acquisition, fpVCT appears to be a
promising new imaging modality for studying fractures and
other musculoskeletal pathology.

Effective radiation dose

The effective dose is a function of the X-ray exposure, the
length of the scan, and the body part being scanned. For
fpVCT, the effective dose can be estimated from the Dose–
Length Product (DLP). We measured the dose during a
volumetric scan of a hand that included the wrist joint and
the distal radius, utilizing the complete 18-cm panel. For a
20-s scan employing 80 kV, 30 mA, a 2×2 binning mode,
and a 50% X-ray duty cycle, the DLP was measured to be
7.4 mGy x 18 cm=133.2 mGy.cm. The effect on the body
part being scanned is determined by a multiplication factor
that takes into account the radio sensitivity of different
organs. Since the extremities are relatively radio-insensitive,
this factor for the hand is 0.0008 mSv/mGy.cm. Therefore,
the effective dose for a single scan of the distal radius is 7.4×
18×0.0008=0.11 mSv. By comparison, a PA chest radio-
graph, which is a medical examination with one of the lowest
levels of radiation exposure, results in an effective dose of
0.02 mSv. Therefore, the effective radiation dose from a
hand scan including the distal radius is equal to that of about
5 PA chest radiographs. This level of radiation exposure
equals the dose an average person receives from natural
background radiation over 10 to 12 days.
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Musculoskeletal applications

There are four main advantages of fpVCT compared with
MDCT:

1. High resolution
2. Volumetric coverage
3. Dynamic imaging
4. Omni-scanning (i.e., combined fluoroscopy and

tomography)

The following discussion will describe the key attributes
and potential applications of fpVCT.

The fpVCT scanner is a research prototype that has not
yet been FDA-approved. Therefore, all imaging to date has
been performed on animals or using ex vivo specimens
from cadaver parts.

High-resolution imaging

Flat-panel volume computed tomography provides a spatial
resolution of 150 µm, which is better than MDCT by a
factor of 3. Its contrast resolution of about 5 HU, however,
is slightly inferior to that available on MDCT. Applications

that require detailed imaging of high contrast objects would
appear to benefit the most from fpVCT. The following
subsections present image examples of long bones, wrists/
hands, knees, and ankles utilizing fpVCT.

Long bone imaging

Figure 1 shows a simulated animal model of avascular
necrosis of the femoral head (Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease)
in a 6-week-old piglet. The details of the pathology can
clearly be seen on fpVCT images c and d) because of the
high-resolution technique.

Figure 2 shows a sagittal and an axial view through a
human femur specimen (courtesy of Axiom Lab, University
of Erlangen, Germany). Scan parameters used were: 81 kV
tube voltage, 398 projections, and 3.6 μGy of X-ray dose
per projection. In order to enable high-resolution imaging, a
focus spot size of 0.4 mm was used, with a source to
detector distance of 1.2 m. The specimen was positioned so
that the magnification ratio from the isocenter to the
detector was 1.6. Different trabecular bands coursing
through the femoral neck can be easily visualized as
individual fibro-osseous strands. This degree of fine
structural detail suggests that subtle cortical and trabecular
disruption will be identified. Figure 2 was generated using a
small focal spot and a C-arm gantry. We attempted to
replicate these results in a clinical setting using a fast CT
gantry and a slightly bigger focal spot size. Figure 3 shows
a sagittal section through an arthritic knee using the
prototype fpVCT, and a comparable image acquired using
clinical MDCT (LightSpeed 16; GE Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WA, USA). The high definition of trabecular
structure depicted by fpVCT suggests that subchondral
impaction may be seen in the areas of cartilage loss.

Similarly, the high-resolution imaging shows details of
metaphyseal corner fractures in cases of child abuse that
were not visible on radiographs and MDCT in the ex vivo
specimen. Figure 4 shows a 3-D rendering of distal tibia
and fibula from a proven child abuse case. The classic

Fig. 1 a, b Pathology specimens and c, d flat-panel volume computed
tomography (fpVCT) images of the femoral head of a 6-week-old
piglet. a and c depict a normal femoral head, while b and d show a
similar femoral head subject to a model of Legg-Calvé-Perthes
disease. (Image courtesy of Drs. Diego Jaramillo, Children’s Hospital
of Philadelphia, and Susan A. Connolly and Gleeson F. Rebello,
Boston Children’s Hospital)

Fig. 2 a Sagittal and b axial sections of a femur specimen using a
flat-panel imager mounted on a C-arm (DynaCT; Siemens Medical
Systems, Erlangen, Germany). Image courtesy of Dr. Willi Kalendar,
University of Erlangen, Germany
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bucket handle fracture can be seen in these two views. Note
the bucket handle configuration in the top left hand image,
from which these fractures derive their name. Contrary to
what some might mistakenly believe [10], these fractures
are not periosteal sleeve avulsions. Instead, they are
transverse fractures that span the full thickness of the bone
at the zone of provisional calcification, a location where the
growing bone is the weakest. The longitudinal fpVCT
image shown in Fig. 4b clearly demonstrates this finding.

Hand and wrist imaging

Two questions about the clinical utility of fpVCT images
remain:

– Does improved spatial resolution actually translate into
better detection of lesions?

– Is the contrast resolution adequate for imaging soft
tissue lesions?

While a clinically acceptable answer to these questions
will require a controlled trial, one can get a sense of the
possible results through simulated lesions. To this end, a
hand from an embalmed cadaver was severed at mid-
forearm level and a set of lesions simulating laceration,

blunt trauma, piercing trauma, hairline bone fractures, a cut
in the dorsal expansion, cuts in the pulley system of the
phalanges, and bone pathology were created. The specimen
with these lesions was scanned with the fpVCT and MDCT
(GE LightSpeed) scanners using routine clinical protocol.

In a cross-section through the human wrist (Fig. 5), the
bony matrix was better visualized using fpVCT images.
Any lesion that distorted the architecture of the bone
matrix, the cortex, or the soft tissue around it, was more
clearly seen using fpVCT than MDCT.

The contrast resolution using fpVCT was sufficient to
demonstrate individual components of the joint (bone
cortex and insertion of the tendons; Fig. 6). In addition,
fpVCT enabled direct visualization of the digital sheath and
the pulleys. In fpVCT images, we were able to directly
visualize these structures and identify the three lesions we
had created in them. Lacerations in the tendons, one of the
most common injuries of the hand, could be directly
visualized (Fig. 7).

In addition to soft tissue injuries, fpVCT also shows
improvement compared with current technology in the
detection of clinically important skeletal injuries. While
numerous studies have shown the utility of regular radio-
graphs and MDCT for the evaluation of skeletal fractures,
these technologies are limited in their ability to show
trabecular regrowth and bridging. This is essential and
direct sign of the healing process [11–13]. This is especially
important in bones such as the scaphoid, where the blood
supply is tenuous and delayed, or missed diagnosis of non-
unions might lead to formation of scaphoid non-union
advanced collapse (SNAC) and early onset arthritis [14,
15]. In this respect, Fig. 8 shows axial and coronal images
along the scaphoid bone. Fig. 8a and b depict normal bone
structure, whereas c and d clearly show a fine fracture and
fragmentation of the scaphoid bone.

Figure 9 shows a section through the carpal tunnel
rendered so that both bony as well as soft-tissue structures
can be visualized. The break in the flexor retinaculum and
all the tendons are clearly shown. The dorsal aspect of a
dissected hand can be seen with 3-D rendering in Fig. 9.
The trabecular structure of the bones can be appreciated on
these fpVCT images. Note that on both of these images, the

Fig. 4 a, b High-resolution maximal intensity pixel (MIP) renderings
of a classical metaphyseal fracture, also known as a corner fracture or
bucket handle fracture, from a child abuse victim. a shows the “bucket
handle” from which this fracture derives its name. b shows that
despite the appearance of a periosteal avulsion fracture, the lesion is
actually a transverse fracture involving the entire width of the bone.
(Specimens courtesy of Dr. Paul Kleinman, Boston Childrens
Hospital)

Fig. 3 Coronal sections through an ex-vivo human knee using a flat
panel volume computed tomography (fpVCT) and b multidetector
computed tomography (MDCT) scanners. Note the improvements in
trabecular definition and partial volume averaging on the fpVCT image
due to the higher spatial resolution and isotropic nature of its voxels

Fig. 5 Comparison of an axial image through the proximal carpal row
using a MDCT and b fpVCT. fpVCT clearly shows the micro-
architecture of the trabecular bone
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contrast resolution is sufficient to clearly show soft tissue
detail.

Because of their smaller voxel size, fpVCT imaging
produces fewer metal artefacts compared with MDCT. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 10, where a titanium screw was
placed adjacent to one of the tendons. As can be seen in this
image, no metal artefacts are evident and there is no image
degradation.

Imaging of tissue-engineered bone

The ability of fpVCT to acquire high-resolution CT images
makes it useful in nondestructive testing. These applica-
tions demand high-resolution information from interior
structures without destroying the specimen. We have tested

one such application in our research on tissue engineering,
where the progress of bone growth needs to be accurately
tracked over time.

This was successfully done in studies examining tissue-
engineered bone growth using special hydrogels [16–18].
Initially, high-resolution 3-D images of a human thumb
were acquired by fpVCT and used to create a 3-D print out.
The 3-D model was then used as scaffolding on which
human mesenchymal cells were placed. This preparation
was implanted under the skin of a nude mouse. The
investigators were able to confirm in vivo formation of
bone-like tissue 15 weeks after placing human mesenchymal
stem cells [17]. This result was achieved using Hounsfield
unit values acquired with fpVCT. Thus, the high detail
provided by fpVCT was crucial in the serial assessment of
bone growth, without euthanizing the animal or removing
the scaffolding from its in vivo environment.

Fig. 8 Images oriented along the a, c axial and b, d coronal planes of
the scaphoid bone. The top row shows a bone without a fracture and
the bottom row shows a displaced fracture of the scaphoid seen on
fpVCT

Fig. 7 a fpVCT and b anatomical preparation of the flexor tendons
after simulated trauma inflicted on a cadaveric hand. This image
clearly shows the ability of fpVCT to detect soft tissue lesions (black
arrows), despite the lower contrast resolution

Fig. 6 a, c Three dimensional
reformatted and b sagittal
images of the distal interphalan-
geal joint of the first digit using
fpVCT. The flexor tendon (pink)
merges into the posterior part of
the joint capsule (yellow)
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Volumetric coverage

The size of the flat panel along the axial dimension (i.e.,
along Z) is 30 cm. This translates into a field of view
(FOV) of about 18 cm along the z-axis. For comparison, the
traditional 16- or 64-row CT scanners have a FOV of about
2–4 cm. Thus, both projection and tomographic views of
entire organs or pathologies are possible using fpVCT.

Volumetric acquisition and complete organ coverage are
another major advantage of fpVCT. To acquire these
images, a rabbit was anesthetized and a peripheral IV line
was started in an ear vein. The 3-D images (Fig. 11) from
the resulting datasets demonstrate excellent image quality
and wide coverage available from a single rotation of the
scanner. Even with non-optimized injection time, fpVCT
was able to show fine skeletal and vascular details in the
head, neck and pelvis of the animals imaged. This feature
of fpVCT provides a major improvement compared with
conventional high-resolution scanners, such as micro-CT,
where the small FOVs preclude imaging of large subjects.

Dynamic imaging

In addition to the above features, fpVCT also allows
dynamic imaging of time-varying processes. The ability of
fpVCT to cover a large volume during one rotation,
together with the relatively short rotation times and the
ability to rotate continuously, allows observation of changes
in tissue characteristics over a period of time. If the
temporal resolution is short enough, the evolution of a
contrast bolus can be followed through the vessels, soft
tissue, and bone. fpVCT for animal skeleton imaging [19],
tumor angiogenesis [20], perfusion studies [19], and lung
parenchyma [21] have been described. Using such a
dataset, a perfusion study of these tissues can be performed,
making it possible to combine CT angiography and CT
perfusion in one dynamic imaging process. In addition, the
larger scan FOV of fpVCT makes it possible to scan
animals larger than rodents, even primates. To demonstrate
this, four rabbits underwent an implantation of VX-2 cancer
tissue. Six weeks after implantation in the right and left
femoral bone, we performed tumor perfusion angiography.
Figure 12 shows six sequential 3-D images of the vascular
supply of the artificially created tumor.

The visualization of the arterial supply of a large muscular
tumor can help in assessing operability for removal.
Additionally, visualization of the blood supply prior to the
operation can help in the optimal planning of the procedure.

Omni-scanning

In current clinical practice, three different radiologic
modalities—radiography and fluoroscopy (R&F), X-ray
angiography, and computed tomography (CT)—play a
central role. Although all these modalities are based on
X-ray imaging, they provide different and often comple-
mentary information about a disease process. These three
X-ray modalities have remained discrete—even though
at a block diagram level they seem to utilize similar

Fig. 11 Frontal (a) and lateral (b) volume-rendered images of a head
and neck angiogram of a rabbit. The entire image was acquired with
one rotation of the gantry without table movement. It clearly
highlights the unique ability of the fpVCT to acquire high resolution
images of a large field of view

Fig. 9 Axial section through the proximal carpal row showing the
carpal tunnel with its distal pillars. A laceration in the flexor
retinaculum can be seen (white arrow)

Fig. 10 Dorsal aspect of
a volume-rendered, dissected
specimen showing excellent soft
tissue detail adjacent to high
contrast objects on fpVCT
images. Note the lack of metal
artefacts from the screw
implanted next to the tendon of
the extensor pollicis longus
(black arrow)
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components—primarily because of detector technology.
R&F- and C-arm-based systems require a detector that
can provide 2-D projections at the video frame rate.
Consequently, these systems use image intensifiers for
image capture at the video frame rate of 25–30 frames/s.
This allows for fast, real-time image capture, but the
dynamic range of the data is limited to 8–10 bits/pixel.
Consequently, only high-contrast structures such as opaci-
fied vessels and bones can be visualized.

On the other side of the spectrum, the detectors used for
computed tomography have a very high dynamic range.
This enables contrast resolution of almost 256,000 shades
of gray (i.e., a dynamic range of 18 bits) at the detector
level. Also, the detector panel can be read out at an
incredibly fast frame rate: in one rotation lasting about
0.4 s, approximately 1,000 projections are acquired and

read out. The CT detector elements are bigger, measuring
approximately 1 mm in their smallest dimension. These
detectors are not available for large area arrays, and they are
made long in the axial dimension to provide better
sensitivity, which leads to anisotropic volumetric data.

Flat-panel volume CT that employs the recently developed
flat-panel detectors could potentially reconcile the divergent
demands of these three different X-ray modalities, which
would be a significant leap forward.

Intra-operative imaging and navigation

The potential omni-scanning capability of fpVCT, together
with its potential use as a C-arm makes it an ideal modality
for intra-operative imaging. Flat-panel detectors mounted
on a C-arm provide a highly mobile and flexible scanning
arrangement [22, 23]. These systems, which provide both
projection and tomographic imaging, have applications in
maxillofacial and skull base surgery [22]. In these applica-
tions, the accuracy of intra-operative imaging greatly benefits
from the higher resolution of fpVCT in comparison to
MDCT.

Other developments

Real-time fpVCT volume reconstruction that is combined
with continuous data acquisition, namely CT fluoroscopy,
could be developed to provide real-time information during
surgery or interventions. Further, dynamic CT information
could be delivered in real time.

Conclusion

The simple experiments outlined above demonstrate that
fpVCT provides excellent visualization of bony anatomy
and pathology. FpVCT shows vessels, tendons, and nerves
in great detail, and the contrast resolution is not found to be
a limiting factor. Any lesion that distorts the architecture of
the bone matrix, or the soft tissue around it, is visualized in
fine detail. Further, in fpVCT the image quality was
independent of the orientation of reformatted slices, due
to the isometric voxel size.

In short, the fpVCT provides a comprehensive imaging
platform that allows for X-ray, fluoroscopic and tomo-
graphic scanning. These scans have the benefit of being
high resolution, covering a large tissue volume of interest,
imaging at different time points to assess dynamic changes
and finally, to provide real-time fluoroscopy for interven-
tional procedures. As shown, these features make fpVCT
ideally suited for certain research applications while further
developments hold considerable promise for its use as a
combined machine for CT and fluoroscopy.

Fig. 12 Volume-rendered image of an artificially created VX-2 tumor
in a rabbit model. Each panel is taken at a different time-point, with
time increasing from a to f. Changes in tumor perfusion over time
from the early arterial to the late venous phase are clearly depicted
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